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THE BARREN SEA





P R O L O G U E

THERE WAS A LEGEND.
One that took place so long ago that hardly anyone could

remember the true details. One that parents whispered to their
children at night that made sailors look out to the seas in fear.

One that took place in the neighboring country of Eige.
The legend told of a merchant, one who saw every corner of

the world we knew and plundered every crevasse. A man who
captured the hearts of women, stealing them away with soft
smiles and amorous intentions. A traveler who always returned
home to his country, to a small town where he would shower his
compatriots with gold.

A merchant who caught the eye of the ocean goddess, Navka.
Every day he would whisper her sweet nothings, his hand

brushing through the surface of the water as if it were strands of
her hair. Every night he would sleep by her side, his eyes to the
horizon as he spoke nothing but empty promises, hoping to lure
the goddess from the watery depths.

Until one day, he did.
And he danced with her as if he had never lied hands on
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another, and he kissed her as if she was the only one—as if she
was the only thing he had ever loved.

Until she offered him her heart, a frail thing formed from the
diamonds laying underneath the darkened coral that sat at the
world’s deepest corner —the heart of the ocean itself. The
greatest treasure in history, and it was his, and his alone.

But it wasn’t enough.
One night while she was deeply asleep, he stole the heart

away and took to the oceans once more. For what was shim-
mering crystal if not just another avenue to more silver and gold?
What was love if not just a tool for advancement?

What was she, if not just another girl in his bed?
That night there was a mighty storm, and his ship sunk far

below the waves as the sea sought to reclaim its treasure, not
harming a single hair on his head but taking everything he had
ever loved—For if she were never to own his heart, then she
would allow him nothing else. At that moment, every worldly
possession he had slipped through his hands as the currents of
the ocean robbed him blind.

And to be sure that he suffered, that no man would dare
honor his name; she let his beloved Eige drown in endless rain,
one that left most of it underwater—leaving the merchant with
no home to return to.

And the goddess herself? Gone.
Gone to rest along the coast of Haldia, whose turbulent

waters were rumored to harbor her greatest pain.
Not even a droplet was left in her wake.



C H A P T E R  O N E

THERE IS A CHANCE THAT IT WILL NOT HAPPEN.
Those words repeated endlessly in my mind as I walked, my

head down and my shoulders cold from the harsh Haldian
breeze, the white lace that sat upon them doing nothing to fight
back the cold— I had already experienced that feeling two times
before. two times too many.

And as I looked at the faces that passed me by, I could not
help but realize this would be the third time I had done it and that
there was not a single girl who had become Navia on the third
try—Actually, there was none on the second either. And the
further I got away from that second try, the worse I felt.

There had not been a Navia from Brenvik in five years, and
if I were unlucky, there would not be one that day either. It
would be another disappointment not only for my family but for
the city itself.

I couldn’t help but wonder how many years we could fail to
produce a Navia before the church would up and say that Navka
no longer lived near the Brenvik shores and move the festival
elsewhere; before the circus acts and soldiers would stop
flooding the port and find a new place to gather.
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My hand tightened around the burlap sack in it, my brother’s
lunch hidden within it. Though my father had told my mother
that they would not need a second set of sandwiches, as the
Navia would feast that day, I had no doubt that she would have
packed another away… along with plenty of pickled eggs.

I had no understanding of why my brother wanted the eggs.
Even walking with them, I couldn’t help but wrinkle my nose

at the smell of pickle juice leaking through the bag, a part of me
rationalizing that if I were not chosen that day, it would likely be
because of him and his awful diet. The eggs smelled so vile that I
doubted anyone would have wanted to walk near me.

At least if I failed today, I could blame it on the smell. My
father likely would. He was good at that, shifting the blame. His
whole life he’d been unlucky, and he’d always had somewhere to
point and blame for it. Then he met my mother, one of seventeen
daughters—sixteen of them Navia.

He’d hoped that he would have at least five young girls, all
Navia, but instead he had three children; and one of them had the
audacity to be a boy. If not for Sven, there would have been a
third daughter and that much less pressure for me to become a
Navia.

Actually, if not for Nina, my older sister, running off…
“The old man is starting to invade my thoughts,” I said and

then grimaced once more at the fact that I vocalized it, voicing it
just as he would. My father always complained, as did all
Haldian men. It was a stereotype for men from our country to
gripe and moan all of the time, and unfortunately, it was true.

Not that there was anything to complain about in Haldia,
aside from the weather. There were far worse off countries, like
Whynne to the east—not a safe place to be. There was a reason
why there was a wall there. People often prayed that the fae that
lived in Whynne would stay there for the sake of Haldia;
everyone had heard what those creatures were like.

Still, it was rumored to be a beautiful place to travel to in the
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light of the day… Perhaps a few monsters were worth the
danger.

“—And she begins to daydream once more!” A voice inter-
rupted before I could even start to indulge in my imagination, an
arm clad in loose men’s clothes wrapped around my shoulders as
a bony hand gripped my almost bare skin, the face of a girl far
too prone to speaking too closely to everyone she knew coming
into view. “Mila,” the voice greeted, finally pulling back to see
me, her disheveled, raggedy clothes making her look far more
like a street rat than the sister of a decorated soldier.

“Mischa,” I greeted, rolling my eyes. Mischa had a habit of
turning up when I least expected it… and least desired it. My
eyes drifted over to the seashore that she had no doubt walked
from, where small chunks of ice rested in the water among debris
carried in by the tide. Mischa’d been in the frozen tidepools
along the beach again— And she chided me for dreaming as she
poked at creatures that she could only imagine the use of. “I was
not daydreaming,” I said, knowing all too well that it was a lie.

“Your eyes got that haze,” she pointed out, her finger coming
far too close to me as well. With Mischa, there was no such thing
as personal space. “You should just admit it, even on today, your
second examination, you are lost in your imagination, as
always.”

Actually, with Mischa, there was no such thing as personal
anything.

“It’s my third,” I corrected her, the admission practically
biting my tongue for me.

“That many?” She asked, furrowing her brow as she strug-
gled to keep up with me.

“Do not say that many—” I cringed. My father had said the
exact same thing that morning. Even he was beginning to lose
faith.

“Well, I, for one, hope that you do not pass today,” she said,
knowing all too well exactly what I was worried about and
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caring very little for subtlety. She didn’t so much as flinch when
I peeled her dirty hands off of my white shawl as the wooden
planks of the piers neared us. “It’s all the better for you to be a
pier maiden with me, then the two of us can get into trouble until
the end of time. I’ll be the best sister you’ve ever had, and I’ll
even convince my future husband to buy a little cottage next to
yours to keep you company.”

“And then I will never see any sunrise but the one in Bren-
vik, and your big fat house will block that one as well,” I
acknowledged, unable to hide my annoyance. “I will have been
born here, lived here, and died here, all while only knowing that
same sunrise.”

“Oh, and what a beautiful sunrise it is!” Mischa said, grip-
ping me close once more, not caring that her dirt was transferring
from her hand-me-down pier clothes to the white shrine dress
that I was wearing.

Normally I would not care that she had gotten me dirty. After
all, Mischa was prone to wading in the tide pools and diving off
the side of the pier regardless of the cold—but today?

“Mischa, these are my shrine clothes—” I was supposed to
be clean, pure, and all of that other nonsense. “The crones will
scoff at me.”

“And what do you care if you get confirmed today?” Mischa
replied, moving to block my path, pulling off the old leather page
cap on her head with a flourish and allowing her hair to fall over
her face as she gave a mocking bow, “Navia Mila,” she mocked.
“C’mon, that’s not you. You’re meant to drown in the tide pools
with me, not take off to sea. You’re not a regal Navia, Mila;
that’s not you.” It wasn’t. I was far from regal, but for that day, I
could be.

“It is me if I’m lucky,” I informed her, shoving her out of the
way as I continued to storm onward. “Or it could be.”

We were just at the edge of the pier where the crowds had
slowly begun to gather, and if I took too much time, then there
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was no way I would show up when expected to after delivering
Sven’s lunch… Which would mean another strike against my
character, which might have meant another year of waiting—
With my luck, the rest of the world would have crumbled away
by the time I was allowed to go out and see it all.

If I was finally allowed to see it.
“You’re not going to get it anyway,” Mischa informed me.

“Everyone knows High Priest Demetri hates your family after
Nina ran off with that soldier, the Eigen—”

“Don’t remind me,” I moaned, feeling helpless. Because, of
course, the odds were stacked against me. Nina was out there
somewhere, living it up, probably in the lap of luxury as the
Eigen government celebrated the fact that one of their own had
managed to lure an elusive Navia. “He cannot deny me,” I
informed her, giving the slightest grimace as I looked her way. “I
have the powers. And to be honest, an Eigen soldier isn’t even
that bad. You’ve heard the way they talk about folks from
Whynne now—”

“Oh yes, little fairies from Whynne garner far more scorn
than the people from the country Haldia has been feuding with
for centuries. You’re wonderfully logical, Mila. More than that,
you’re oh so powerful, how are your little splashes going—”
Mischa was cut off by a spurt of water hopping up from beneath
the deck and hitting her in the face, causing her to pause for a
moment as she blinked in annoyance.

Mischa and I likely wouldn’t have been friends if our fathers
were not fishermen, and the two of us deemed strange by all of
the other girls. Her for… Her general being, and me for my
adventurous ideas— Okay, maybe a bit more than that. Maybe
my outspoken personality and a few other things. I was not like
my sister Nina; I was not quiet and peaceful.

I guess, all things considered, I also wasn’t a traitor.
I did plan to go back after I saw the world, after all. I knew

where my home was, the dreary tundra they called Haldia.
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“Mila,” Mischa warned, cursing in a stream of foreign words
she’d learned from the sailors who entered our port. She stomped
after me in an inescapable fashion as I finally passed the sign of
the port, officially entering the pier. She was unfortunately
unavoidable.

Mischa always had been.
I felt her tug at my bag, managing to pull one of the corners

out of my hand as I walked by a group of Haldian soldiers, trying
and failing to look charming. I wanted to impress them, maybe
have one of them remember my face for later in the day. Some
good smiling and giggling did when a verifiable sea monster
walked beside me, picking not only at my clothes but also every
item I had with me.

Out of the corner of my eye, I couldn’t help but spot what I
believed to be another one of the soldiers, a young man off to the
side of the pier, removing his shoes and pouring out the sand that
he’d trudged up. He sat on top of a rather large trunk, an assort-
ment of luggage hanging out of the carriage beside him as he
shuddered, having stripped out of his winter clothing to no doubt
ride in the crowded carriage behind him. I could see just a hint of
blonde underneath his knitted red cap. I was tempted to watch
him a little longer, always one to be entranced by a pretty face,
but of course, Mischa almost caused nearly all the items in my
sack to tumble out, stealing back my attention.

“This is Sven’s lunch,” she concluded with a hint of excite-
ment, and I couldn’t help but groan. Mischa had more than a
slight crush on him. “You’re going to see Sven. Why didn’t you
tell me that you were going to see Sven?”

“Because I am avoiding you, and you always manage to
spring up when I least want you to?” I said while trying to catch
the eye of another soldier. A wide, catlike smile spread across
my face—it was no good when his eyes traveled over to my
companion and winced.

Mischa was not a pretty thing. Every inch of her lanky,
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knobby body screamed wild, and to see a Navia beside such a
person, or someone dressed like a Navia… Never mind the fact
that I was just as wild. Never mind the fact that, if they were to
declare me a Navia and some soldier was forced to give their
offerings to me, I would take advantage that very second and
inform him of all the places I wanted to go, all the places I
wanted to see, and how soon he should bring his ship to pick me
up from the pier.

I was trying to appear ladylike. If you were pretty and docile,
men were more likely to listen to you and give you what you
wanted. That was the unfortunate reality of the world.

And a sixteen-year-old, self-declared pier hag standing by
my side didn’t sell the lie of me being capable of being those
things.

“More pickled eggs,” Mischa noted with a hint of disappoint-
ment. “You know, my brother says that some of the other
soldiers saw Sven offering these to the seals on the large rock in
the bay. They think he’s trying to charm himself a Selkie bride.”

“And what does it matter to anyone?” I asked, wrinkling my
nose. Oh, Sven. Why did he do things like that?

“Because they are verifiably awful,” Mischa said conversa-
tionally, releasing the mouth of my bag and returning to my side,
then choosing to keep her arms to herself. “And there are plenty
of perfectly fine young women here, Navia included.” She did
not try to hide her bitterness.

Navia were meant to have an affinity for the water, a way to
push and pull with the currents blessed by the Goddess Navka.
Every family wanted one because having a daughter who was a
Navia meant to have not only money but honor, and poor Mischa
had not been born a Navia. Neither had anyone in Mischa’s
family, which was why her brother went into the military and
why Mischa would be so hard to marry off.

Mischa wanted me to stay because if I left, she would be all
alone, and that would be yet another thing to lose to the Navia—
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if the rumors of the young Ana eyeing my brother were to be
believed.

Mischa could not compete with a Navia, not one like Ana
who was the High Priest’s favorite. Ever since she’d arrived, Ana
had her eyes on my brother.

Who was honestly an idiot, so I didn’t see the appeal.
“Well, if he is seeking a Selkie bride, then that says a lot,” I

said in return, trying to offer her some peace. “It says that even
Sven will not be charmed by a girl who smells like pickled
caviar and salted bone marrow.”

A bubble of laughter escaped Mischa as her eyes traveled
down to the pier. Even as the other young women on the dock
whispered and passed us by, I could not feel shame. It was such a
nasty smell to begin with, and Ana? Ana was rotten too, in her
own way. She was only nice if she wanted something.

“I suppose if I’m running too late, you could be the one to
deliver my brother’s food,” I informed Mischa, peering over at her.
“I heard there might even be another sandwich in there as well.”

“And where are you going?” Mischa asked me, halfway
laughing at the idea of her of all people sitting next to my brother
on the pier and eating with him. “Aren’t you going to need that
sandwich? You know, the feast is for the Navia.”

“I need to find some luck,” I groaned. “Especially if Demetri
will be here today, which I have no doubt that he will.” My
chances of being confirmed were… low at best.

“I thought Navia were meant to be lucky, women of the
water and all—”

I shot her a look.
“Right,” Mischa exclaimed. “Well, good luck finding an

ailing traveler or some unlucky bastard to help. I’m fairly certain
that the soldiers and circus performers came more than well
prepared today, so if you change your mind….”

“I know where to find you,” I sighed, my eyes already scan-
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ning the pier. I felt Mischa yank the sack out of my hands, giving
a curt nod before taking off. I would have had to have been blind
or deaf not to notice the fact that she ran, all too eager to be
alone with my brother.

And there I was, looking for the misfortune of another to
change my luck with.

I HAD NOT BEEN LUCKY FOR MOST OF MY LIFE. BUT, OF COURSE,
that’s something that your parents wouldn’t tell you. Parents
were not prone to admitting that you are poor or that life had not
panned out the way they planned.

My mother was one of seventeen, the eleventh actually, and
nearly all of them were Navia, save for her.

She had planned to have at least seven more after my sister,
my brother, and I—but after having me nearly cost her her life,
my parents settled for a smaller family.

Two daughters were still enough to live a good life, espe-
cially with how Navia were paid. Most families lived comfort-
ably with just one, and with Nina being so talented and
wonderful, my parents had high hopes. Even after she was done
with her duties to the goddess, they could sell her off as a bride
for a high price. Nina lasted a year at sea, the best year of my
life.

And then she defected.
And suddenly, all eyes were on me. I was meant to push and

pull the tides; I was meant to bring honor.
And I didn’t.
The only reason that my father didn’t complain about me like

he did Sven was because he held out hope for a handful of even-
tuallys. Hopefully, those eventuallys would save him; since
fishing had not been good for a long while and the army did not
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want a man like Sven, who had awful depth perception and
vertigo.

Fishing was all my family had, and the fish were getting
scarcer by the day, driven out of our waters by migrating Selkies.

Which meant that I needed luck.
Which meant that I needed to help a weary traveler, granting

me Navka’s favor. Or so the superstition went, which I was
inclined to believe since when you had nothing, superstitions
tended to feel like something. Easier said than done. I wondered
if mending a sail counted if I tore it myself beforehand?

Because unfortunately, as I stared out at the wide, sea-worn
pier in front of me, no one had any rotten luck befall them, at
least not that they weren’t ready for. It was a festival, Navka day,
and no one in their right mind would show up unprepared, not
when so many had traveled miles across the country to get there.

On top of the small circus, which had come from the south-
ernmost part of the country, nearly every military unit in exis-
tence was on that damn pier, crowding it and all of the beach
leading up to it. A part of me wanted to curse them for making it
borderline impossible to navigate, forcing me to squeeze through
the cracks, but that would have been a stupid idea.

One of them would soon be mine to care for, after all.
If I was confirmed.
Many soldiers were at the docks in hopes of becoming

patrons, men hand-chosen by the Church of Navka to devote
their lives to a Navia, paying tribute with whatever gift he had
thought to bring. If chosen, they would likely never see their
Navia again past that day, but they would think of her for the rest
of their lives, and she would make offerings to the sea goddess in
their name. Any one of those soldiers could be my patron.

If I was confirmed.
And if not, I would eat the small custard tarts my mother had

prepared for my soldier, my favorite treat that technically wasn’t
allowed.
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“Ugh,” I groaned, pushing through another batch of people,
cringing as one of the more daring soldiers reached out and
stroked my braid as he passed me by. Navia were a novelty,
especially out on the docks on such a day, and he likely thought
me to be a fully-fledged one.

My mother had warned me to stay out of the way while
delivering my brother’s food. She had offered to deliver it
herself, but I liked to watch the festivities. More than that, I
wanted to pick out soldiers, imagining one of them to be mine.

“This year,” I promised myself, finally getting through the
worst of the crowd and passing the market stalls. I was coming
up on the other side of the circus, where more people would be
unloading. No injuries or broken wagons in sight. Not even a
moth’s hole in a tent.

Again, I thought of the blond and his heavy luggage; maybe I
could convince him to put aside his pride and let me help.

It was not a kind thought, but… Again, I pictured his bent-
over frame. He would accept my help, maybe. If not, I would
just pretend not to hear him. Navka preferred those who helped
travelers.

The problem was just finding the unlucky bastard.
“Please, make him cooperate,” I begged the world, rushing

down the boardwalk, looking for him amongst the stragglers. So
many were pulling off their heavy fur coats and hats in the heat
of the crowd, making it easier to spot someone—

Why was it so difficult to find him?
“I hope your clothes freeze before you get home, Mischa,”

I cursed, angry at her for distracting me before I could memo-
rize his location. “Where are you, sandshoes?” I said, devel-
oping my own little nickname for him. Only the newer soldiers
from inland were stupid enough to stomp their boots into the
sand.

And then, like a ray of light, I saw him, or actually just a hint
of honey-colored hair—Close enough. I wanted it to be him; no
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doubt I was running low on time. If not him, then I would have
to leave, unlucky and unlikely to become Navia.

But he looked up and—
He made an immediate sound of distress as I moved around

him and grabbed what I assumed to be the first of his luggage
from the back of the wagon. I tried to ignore him as I reached
forward and grabbed another piece of luggage, but his hands rose
to my arm, trying and failing to stop me.

“Miss, I really must ask that you don’t—”
I just rolled my eyes, reaching for the next piece of luggage.

He would thank me later, I supposed, and in an exaggerated
motion, I bent before him, grabbing the suitcase that he had only
just scrambled off of and tried to pick it up, my eyes catching on
a hint of yellow stained cotton wrapping before I stood up.

“Your leg,” I began, surprised as the sound of someone slam-
ming down the top of the suitcase echoed in the air. I snapped
my eyes up to meet his. His hands were braced on the suitcase, a
serious expression on his face as his light brown eyes met mine
and glared furiously.

He really was quite handsome.
But not in the Haldian way, where men were all angles and

width, large noses and thick brows—another way. He seemed
delicate and refined.

“—You’re not listening,” He squawked, looking rather put
off by me as he narrowed his brow.

Oh well, so much for handsome faces. “You are injured. Let me
do my duty and help,” I said in the flat, unarguable voice that I had so
often heard the fishermen use during disputes, my hand resting on
the handle of the suitcase and giving it the slightest tug towards me.

“These are my things—” He replied, trying to keep me from
pulling the suitcase away.

“—And this is my Navia confirmation,” I spat, pulling at the
handle as hard as I could. “Now, stop arguing and let me help
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you—Trust me when I say that I need the blessing of Navka far
more than you need your pride!”

“I don’t care what you need,” he began, giving the luggage a
tug backward, his eyes wide. “You do not touch other people’s
things, little girl!”

“Little girl?” I remarked, releasing the handle of his suitcase
and letting it fall back into the man, scoffing as I heard his
resounding grunt. “I am seventeen,” I rolled my eyes at him,
moving to grab another item of his from the carriage to place in
an orderly pile, noting that another man, one I assumed to be the
driver, was watching.

“And you behave like you are twelve,” the injured man
snapped, his hand catching around my waist as I tried to tug a
heavy leather bag out of the carriage, causing not only me to fall
back against him on the ground but the bag to tumble down as
well.

His eyes widened as the contents scattered and he immedi-
ately shoved me out of the way, scrambling to snatch up the
papers from the ground. Undoubtedly, the words that moved his
lips were some sort of curse.

I moved to help him, but his arm flew blindly back, trying
and failing to keep me away.

“I need to help; the Goddess Navka will be mad at me if I
don’t—”

“I don’t care what goddess you think is watching,” the man
said, tugging down his cap in irritation. “You’ve caused me
nothing but distress—” He looked close to passing out when one
of the papers almost fluttered away, the softest sound of terror
escaping him as I slammed my hand down on it.

I managed to catch a glimpse of it, noting the uneven shapes
inked on its surface, the beginnings of a map—

His fingers reached towards the edge of the paper, pulling it
out of the way before I could make out what country exactly it
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was of, the man leaning closer to me and practically forcing me
to hold his gaze.

“You have done a wonderful job. You are amazingly helpful,
now, please—” He began with a swallow. “Go wherever it is you
need to, and hopefully we do not meet again.”

I opened my mouth to argue—
“You’ve caught my map, you’ve done your duty,” he said,

seeming to know that I would not go away otherwise. Something
about the way he spoke, however, almost made me believe him.
“Now go.”


